
Post-Workshop Survey 10b Responses 
 
Question: [PostQ10b] Please elaborate on your answer to question 10. This will help us to 
understand any changes in confidence that teacher candidates experience as a result of these 
case studies. 
 
Responses: 

● Enjoyed talking over the case studies (made a connection to real life)  
● Thinking before I do something  
● The resources are helpful 
● making sure accidents don't happen.  
● I didn't really use social media until now, but now I think just the right amount of 

appropriate use can indeed be helpful. 
● Perhaps touch more on how teacher candidates can hide their personal accounts online.  
● I think we need to do more research into the policies and things online.  
● just being more aware.  
● A lot of grey area in the case study on what exactly the next steps of the teacher would 

be to handle the situation 
● I am not entirely sure what to do about news articles in which I have been interviewed 

and/or photographed. I have much less control over those than I do over my Facebook 
page. 

● I think I still have more reading to do about this subject before I will feel fully 
confident with my digital footprint and what will be alright to post. However, I do 
feel more confident that I will be able to make informed decisions about my digital 
identity. 

● I feel informed but unsettled in terms of what I can or can't do. I feel restricted.  
● Decision-making is fluid and contextual.  
● Yes 
● More aware of ways to be thoughtful online 
● The uncontrollable nature of digital media  
● A good reminder, especially for the younger students. Thank you  
● I am now aware that there can be issues that arise even if it's unintentional. Teachers 

need to be aware of their digital surrounding!  
● I'm just a bit more worried than I was before, to be honest 
● I didn't like all of the online stuff. It was awkward for a presentation and not very fun.  
● I have a better understanding of the mindful questions to continually be asking myself 

surround technology and digital practice. 
● There were situations I was not aware of that made me think 
● I understand that my digital identity represents who I am. 
● I feel like the digital space should be taken as seriously as any other public space.  
● I'm more aware of what I don't know, and it's more terrifying.  



● In the case study, it seemed as though the teacher was doing prep work during class 
time. I think the whole situation could have been avoided if the teacher did their prep 
work during prep work time. 

● Just more aware of little things that can go very wrong 
● It was good to hear the discussions. I already have a professional presence on twitter 

and I have written for a personal educational blog.  
● I realize now that anything you can imagine might happen, could happen! Plan for the 

worst and hope for the best. I'm going to update all my social media and ensure I 
continue to curate it ongoingly.  

● I don't and have never will use social networking  
● The case study was very helpful in seeing what can actually happen and what to do 

about it 
● I've experienced teaching before and am aware of the mishaps that can happen if you're 

not careful.  
● Reading the case study made it easier to understand how being prepared and conscious 

of what you're doing while using digital media will prevent a lot of hardship.  
● Nice information (x3) 
● I think you should scare us and find images of the people in the course  
● This session was very vague, I wanted more concrete pictures of what's not appropriate.  
● i know there are resources. I am more aware of what could happen and what defenses / 

things I can be aware of. 
● I think it's very important to discuss internet safety with students. Social media platforms 

aside, the internet provides a wealth of information and it's important that students are 
able to navigate that world fluently and access the free (for the most part) knowledge 
that's available. It's also important that they acquire the ability to evaluate validity of 
sources as soon as possible. 

● Don't do dumb stuff online  
● There are some difficult situations (by-stander) that will be hard to judge. The 

presentation sparked thinking, but provides no definite answer. 
● I know now not to vent online even if in a closed group because of how others may be 

made to feel from it. 
● Discussions are helpful as well as resources 
● All the discussion was great to listen to 
● This was helpful. We listened and cleaned up our social medias during the presentation. 

So thank you. 
● Going thru the discussion questions helped to put the theory into virtual practice 
● I do not feel like we received any "best practices" on how to address the case studies. 
● I don't use it either way.. 
● Just having to think about a specific issue made me think about the scope of my online 

presence. 
● I've lived on the internet longer than I've lived in the real world. This session was 

valuable; it just wasn't anything I didn't already know. 



● The mention of old versions of ourselves highlighted the importance of checking ALL 
your accounts 

● I have a better idea of everything that people will be considering, but it's still a minefield 
because it relies on other's perception of you, which will vary from person to person. 

● I know this is a very important issue for new professionals today and this talk has 
inspired me to become more informed on the subject! Thank you! 

● I feel like there are so many more issues around the use of social media than I had 
previously thought about, and I feel very unsure of how I should continue to use social 
media in the future.  

● The discussions in the presentation confirmed with me that my current approach to 
social media is a good one. 

● I think that I will be more confident in speaking up for myself in what I believe to be the 
right thing to do and less likely to "turn a blind eye" on questionable situations. 

● Position of power!  
● I'm just nervous but better prepared! 
● I feel that at times, the expectations of this profession infringe on my ability to 

communicate an honest picture of who I am.  
● I learned how to perhaps own/defend my digital identity online, and also the practical 

factors that might make me fight my battles. 
● It's more than just erasing social media presence. It's great to learn that we can 

successfully integrate professional life with social media.  
● Unfortunately, this exercise takes the position of harm reduction. Rather, it would be 

useful to proceed from a place that empowers expression. Please remember that we 
belong, will belong, to a union that obligates us to provide an example of same. 

● The workshop helped me realize I know more than I thought. 


